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AN ABRASIVE APARTMENT PAINTER’S ROMANTIC LIFE IS THROWN INTO FOCUS WHEN 
A SPANISH PHOTOGRAPHER LANDS AT HIS DOORSTEP, THINKING THE PLACE IS HERS. 



THE STORY
Ray Kittle, Manhattan’s resident curmudgeon, spends his days painting apartments, but his personal life 
could use a little touching up. After their latest firing, his newlywed sidekick and best friend, Morty, 
thinks it’s time to spruce up the business and reinvest in their dream to hit the big time. As Morty’s 
whimsical get-rich-quick schemes reach unbearable heights, Ray’s life is thrown into focus when Lady, 
a Spanish photographer, lands at his doorstep thinking the place is hers. 

While Lady and Ray battle for domain over his crummy apartment, Ray discovers his mother, a scrappy, 
foul-mouthed, old school New Yorker, is facing eviction with nothing in the bank. Determined to help her 
stay, Ray and Morty accept a long term gig where old grudges come to light and the duo are forced to 
find out if they have what it takes to keep it together. 

With budding affection for Lady and increasing pressures from Morty, Ray finds himself face to face with 
the only thing that ever really mattered... true love. The Bowery Is Down is a wry, touching portrait of 
modern relationships in a city where everyone could use a fresh coat.



INSPIRATION



CHARACTERS
RAY KITTLE (RYAN CARAWAY) 

Ray Kittle, Manhattan’s resident curmudgeon, spends his days 
painting apartments, but his personal life could use a little 
touching up. He might paint like a surgeon but he lives like a 
tramp.

LADY (ÀSTRID BERGÈS-FRISBEY)  

What can we say about Lady? She's a photographer by trade 
and a Spanish debutante by right who's in for her first taste 
of the Big Apple. She's a spicy number with dreams as big 
as her temper. Written to showcase great comedic and 
dramatic range, Lady is a star turning vehicle with 
international appeal.



CHARACTERS
MORTY (JOSH GAD) - Supporting 

Morty's a bit of a handful. Mustache, thinning hair flipped 
back in wisps, more tics than a time bomb. Newly married 
and crawling in debt, Morty spends his time in a dream world 
of get-rich-quick schemes where delusion trumps reality.

MRS. KITTLE (CAROL KANE) - Supporting 

Facing eviction without a dollar in the bank, Mrs. Kittle 
reminds us what old school New Yorkers are all about.This 
stocky, scrappy, foul mouthed, divorcee is the light of Ray's 
world, and the Queen of her own. Mrs. Kittle provides a strong 
emotional arc with comedic and dramatic range that would be 
the perfect role for a seasoned actress with Broadway roots.



AUDIENCE APPEAL
A STRONG FEMALE LEAD 
Lady provides a strong, independent and driven woman with international appeal. 

THE EVERYMAN 
There’s a reason why Jimmy Stewart and Jack Nicholson made a career out of playing the everyman... 
Americans can relate. Ray represents the unheard voices of America’s blue collar working class... the 
bulk of the population who have been alienated by the status quo and spend their lives scraping together 
whatever they can to get by. 

BABY BOOMERS 
76.4 million Baby Boomers live across the United States. Two out of three lives below the poverty line 
and, of those, more than 65% depend on their children financially. Mrs. Kittle represents the reality of 
what it means to face forced retirement, dwindling social security, and an economy that depends on a 
younger workforce. 

THE CHARACTERS WHO POPULATE THE BOWERY’S WORLD SPAN 
ALL AGES AND DEMOGRAPHICS. 

  
HERE ARE SOME HIGHLIGHTS.



SOCIAL ISSUES
IMMIGRATION AND THE AMERICAN DREAM 
Given today’s political climate at home and abroad, we all need a beacon of hope to remind us we’re all 
part of the same human experience. Lady’s journey reveals what America was always meant to stand 
for, the promise of life and liberty. 
What city better sets the stage than New York? It’s an immigrant metropolis and the first true melting pot 
of the world. As Frank was fond of saying, if you can make it here, you’ll make it anywhere. 

GENTRIFICATION 
Older New Yorkers are being forced to consider the unthinkable: leaving the city. 
Hit the newsstands for a paper or flick on the 11 o’clock news and it’s hard escape the fact that Old New 
York is slipping away due to rising apartment costs and gentrification. According to the New York Times, 
without a citywide effort to support older New Yorkers "the cost of housing is taking a bigger chunk of 
Social Security checks, pensions and savings" leading to "an explosion of elderly people in shelters". 
Mrs. Kittle’s displacement hopes to bring the issue to light.  

AN IDEAL ROMANTIC COMEDY DOESN’T IGNORE REALITY, IT CONVERSES 
WITH IT. FOR THAT REASON, THE BOWERY IS DOWN TACKLES MAJOR 
SOCIAL ISSUES AND SETS THEM AGAINST A ROMANTIC BACKDROP. 



WRITER’S VISION
In New York City anything that can happen, happens. So why not combine the grit of New Hollywood with 
the structure and romance of Hollywood’s Golden Age? That’s the rhythm of The Bowery Is Down, a 
dance of syncopated folly and banter wherein the realism of John Cassavetes meets the infinitely 
watchable screwball entertainment of Billy Wilder. We wanted to create a throwback romantic comedy, 
weaving together the desperation of Minnie and Moskowitz with the heartbreak and mishaps in C. C. 
Baxter’s apartment. 

From script to screen, the entire production of Bowery has been tailored to tell a personal story about 
real New Yorkers who scarcely realize they’re living in the world’s most remarkable metropolis. Through 
carefully designed lighting and wide-screen interiors we hope to capture the intimacy of people in their 
most vulnerable moments. 

For Lady and Ray, it’s a seesaw, never a slingshot. The obstacles mount until romance explodes on a 
snowy fire scape high above the chatter of a city that never sleeps. It’s a bombastic, honest story about 
the love of an Italian photographer for a riled up, often misanthropic tramp of an apartment painter who 
knows too well that true love, like a steady paycheck, is hard to come by.  

BILLY WILDER MEETS JOHN CASSAVETES 







BUDGET
OUR PRINCIPLE PHOTOGRAPHY BUDGET IS $200,000 USD  

BELOW ARE COMPARABLE FILMS

Title Like Crazy Once Tiny Furniture

US Release 

International Release

10/28/2011 

1/27/2012

3/23/2007 

6/16/2007

3/30/2012 

N/A

Budget $250,000 $150,000 $50,000

Box Office Gross 

International Gross

$3,395,391 

$146,962

$9,439,923 

$11,270,590

$391,674 

N/A

Total Gross $3,542,353 $20,710,513 $391,674

% Profit 1,416% 13,800% 738%



SOUNDTRACK & SCORE

Terry Reno Paul Simon Randy Newman John Denver



MUSIC BY
ARIEL MARX 

Featured as one of ASCAP's Composers to Watch, Ariel Marx is a New York City-based composer and 
multi-instrumentalist for film/tv and multimedia. Her scores have premiered alongside films at national 
and international film festivals, such as Sundance, Tribeca, and SXSW, winning awards at several for her 
musical contributions. Ariel draws from many different genres and often combines orchestral and folk 
instruments with electronics to create unique worlds of sound. Ariel earned her Masters of Music degree 
in composition with a concentration in film scoring from New York University's Steinhardt program, and 
is currently an Adjunct Faculty.  

Ariel is currently finishing up the score for Jennifer Fox's The Tale starring Laura Dern, Ellen Burstyn and 
Jason Ritter, and is assisting composer to Marcelo Zarvos (Fences, The Affair, Z: The Beginning of 
Everything).

Student Visionary Award for at Tribeca Film Festival for Laura Moss' Fry Day                  Best Original Score for Forever at First Run Film Festival 

Hollywood Foreign Press Association Award for Dagny Looper's Tiny Mammals                  Spike Lee Fellowship grant for Joyce Sherrí's Forever 

Best Song for West of Her at Scruffy City Film and Music Festival                                            Columbia/ASCAP Film Scoring Workshop participant 

Henry Mancini Scholar Fellowship (The ASCAP Foundation)                                                    Women in Music Scholarship (The Sorel Organization)



THE CREATIVES
RYAN CARAWAY, director, writer 

Ryan Caraway is an award winning actor, writer and director from New York City. He’s trained in the 
conservatory program at the Stella Adler Studio of Acting, The Group Workshop under Cotter Smith, and 
The Actors Gym under Academy Award winner Bobby Moresco. His directorial debut, BY JINGO, 
premiered as the Headline Closing Night Film at the Nordic International Film Festival where it was 
nominated for 'Best Narrative Feature' and won 'Best Actor' for his performance in a leading role. Ryan 
is currently appearing in Kevin Spacey’s edition of Masterclass. 

JONATHAN CUSTODIO, writer 

Jonathan Custodio is a producer, writer and artist. His producing debut, the award winning feature film, 
BY JINGO, helped launch his career, leading to him produce the short film Hold Me! which is slated to 
premier on the 2018 festival circuit. He has worked in the production department for various network 
television shows including How To Get Away with Murder, West World, and American Crime Story: The 
People vs. OJ Simpson. He has also worked as an Assistant Director on Independent Feature Films such 
as No Blood Of Mine and Friends Don’t Let Friends. He is currently working as a Coordinator for the film 
production environmental sustainability company EcoSet.



Founded by Ryan Caraway and Jonathan Custodio, Get Back Here Productions is a New York based 
production company specializing in micro-budget filmmaking. Our first feature film production BY 
JINGO premiered as the headline closing night film at the Nordic International Film Festival where it was 
nominated for “Best Narrative Feature” and won “Best Actor”. Additional awards include “Special 
Mention” and “Award of Merit” for acting and directing at the IndieFest. BY JINGO is being distributed by 
Buffalo 8 and Bond It Media both in the US and internationally. 

Our second production, HOLD ME!, is a short film that is currently being submitted on the festival circuit. 

GET BACK HERE  
PRODUCTIONS



CHANGING FILM  
PRODUCTIONS

Changing Film Productions is a New York based full-service production company with a focus on 
development, production and distribution for narrative films. With feature films produced in 
Thailand, Sweden and the US, our indie adventure hit, TILL WE MEET AGAIN has screened at festivals 
around the world, winning numerous awards including Best Narrative Film at the Long Beach 
International Film Festival and the Los Angeles Independent Film Festival.  

We recently wrapped scouting locations for the feature film THREE CHRISTS starring Richard Gere 
and Peter Dinklage. We are currently in production on a documentary film, THE LIVES OF BERNARD 
HERMAN, starring Alec Baldwin. 



THANK YOU

 info@changingfilm.com  

getbackhereproductions@gmail.com

mailto:info@changingfilm.com?subject=
mailto:getbackhereproductions@gmail.com?subject=

